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Abstract 
The literature on scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) pertaining to the retina has 
been surveyed and described. 
The first t wo papers on SEM and retina 
appeared in 1969. Most of the earlier studies 
co n centra t ed on descriptions [by SEM alone, 
or with light microscopy (LM) and transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM)] of the appearance 
of various retinae and retinal cells [fish, newt, 
primates, rodents and rabbits, bullfrog]; or 
embryology of the chick retina. Two papers dealt 
with retinal disease . In all th ere were 25 papers 
in SEM/retinal research before a nd in 1974. Since 
1975 there have been 111 papers which have used 
SEM in retinal research in very many different 
fields and in diverse ways, viz: the morphology 
of the retina, specific retinal cells, and th e 
retinal vesse l s ; embryology ; labelling of retinal 
cells with surface markers; naturally occurring 
and experimentally-induced retinal disease; the 
effects of light, including lasers and photo-
coagulation, and other radiation on the retina, 
and phagocytosis and the retinal pigment 
epithelium (RPE). There have also been a number 
of papers concerned with techniques for SEM, 
applicable to retinal research, and several 
review articles . SEM has proven to be a very 
valuable adjunct to TEM in retinal research and 
it has become an accepted and almost routine way 
of extending and enhancing reports on retinal 
res earc h. Properly used, SEM provides a laconic 
way of presenting information that might other -
wise require many serial sections and long 
explanations. 
KEY WORDS:Scanning electro n microscopy, 
and SEM, tissue preparation, retinal 
plastic casts, retinal ce ll surface 
retinal embryology, retinal diseases, 
radiation damage, retinal morphology . 
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Soon after the first commercial scanning 
electron microscope ( SEM) became avai l able in 
1965 (70) it was used to study a variety of 
biological tissues . The first SEM studies to 
a ppear which dealt specifically with retina were 
those of Shearer (136) on the morphology of 
isol a t ed pigment particl es of the eye , including 
those of the retinal pigment epit helium (RPE), 
and Lewis et al. (84) who looked at the retina 
of the mud puppy (Necturus) . The latter study 
corre l ated well with those of a transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) study on that retina 
( 29). Lewis et a l. (84) recognized the 
potential of the SEM for the study of the 
mul tilayered retina with its many and diverse 
cell types, and their complex interconnections. 
They dissected fresh retinae which were then 
fixed in glutaraldehyde (aldehydes are still the 
most commonly used fixative in SEM retinal 
research) , extracted in moderately weak 
g l ycerine solutions, dehydrated in graded 
et ha nol solutions, and the air dried specimens 
were then coated with gold or a luminum. 
Methods for t he preparation of retinal tissues 
for SEM; and probl ems 
Shrinkage 
Lewis et al. (84) discussed the problem of 
shrinkage (53% in their study) which was much 
greater than in the matched TEM study (estimated 
shrinkage to 80% of original size) . Shrinkage 
of material prepared for SEM remains a problem 
(20, 21, 23). Wickham & Adams (155) lo oked care-
fully at the problem of shrinkage in primate 
retinae prepared for SEM and estimated that 
there was a 24% average shrinkage with critical 
point drying (CPD), which is l ess than in air 
dried specime ns. Ali & Wagner (1) found shrink-
age to be greatest in the plexiform layers of 
fish retinae . The loss of water does not seem 
to create significant distortions of shape in 
the photoreceptors . Boyde & Boyde (23) report 
that prepared material shrinks during storage 
a nd they recommend rapid examination in the SEM. 
Most workers in the field do not make any 
reference to shrinkage in their papers. It is 
very important only in studies involving 
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measurements. What remains valid, however, is 
the observation made by Lewis et a l . (84) that 
despite shrinkage " the proportio n s , topography 
and integ r ity (of the photoreceptors) seem to 
have been maintained extremely we ll, both in the 
l arge structures and the smal l." 
Drying t h e tissues 
Critica l point drying (CPD) methods were 
first described for TEM by Anderson (4,5) . 
Boyde & Wood (24) described a CPD apparatus for 
anima l tissue preparation for SEM. Despite the 
fact that CPD tends to render tissue brittle they 
recommended it as "a most satisfactory way of 
drying bulk soft tissues routinely because it 
avoids the ice-crystal artifacts associated with 
freezed ryin g " . Smith & Finke (139) in describing 
an inexpe n sive apparat u s for CPD of soft bio-
logical materia l included monkey reti nal cones in 
their test materia l s . They found CPD to be 
faster a n d more convenient than freezedrying; it 
produced more consistent resu l ts equal to or 
better than other dehydration methods, and it 
reduced distortion damage . Freezedr yi ng is 
superior to air drying, which tends to produce 
more cracks in the tissues (22) a nd create 
greater shrinkage (61) . Air dryi ng is very 
litt l e used now, h av ing been rep l aced by CPD, 
which was used in most of the papers cited in 
this pape r, but not all the papers p rovide this 
information . Some simp l y state that the tissues 
were processed for SEM. Deta ils of CPD pro-
cedures are not a l ways given, b u t where they are 
it is most often done from CO
2
. Freon 12 and 13 
are also used, but Car less often, and in one 
case Frigen 11 was used (119). Despite the dis-
advantages of airdrying the method has yie l ded 
usefu l photomicrographs of acceptable a nd even 
good qua l ity , espec i a lly of the inner segments 
and outer segments of the photoreceptors (Fig . 1) 
(6,16,40,53,6 1, 126) . CPD has become the standard 
method for drying retinal material for SEM. 
It is c l aimed t h at t he retina i s more easily 
damaged by acetone dehydration a nd air drying 
t ha n is othe r t i ssue . Some i nt eresting results 
have nonetheless been obtained wi th acetone 
dehydratio n (36 ,1 20,143) . 
Watters & Buck (154) described a camphene 
sublimation method for all tissues which is 
re l atively simple and easy and works well with 
retina but on l y two workers have used it for 
reti nas (39, 148), which is surpris i ng. 
Fixation 
Glutara l dehyde , buffered with cacodylate or 
phosphate, with or wit hout forma ld e hyd e, is most 
commo nly us ed fo r immersion fixat ion. The usual 
f ix at ive is a form of Karnovsky ' s fixative (74) . 
Formalin a l one has a l so been used as a fixative 
( 1, 155) , with reasonable success . The fixation 
period u sua ll y l asts a few hours, but a few 
wor k e rs hav e u sed much l onger fixation periods, 
for t h e stated purposes of washi ng out extra -
cel lular material a nd thus ge tting c l eaner and 
c l earer surfaces a n d making dissection easier . 
McAvoy (92) used fixatio n times of from 4-24 
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hours; Pfeffer & Fisher (118) fixed overnight 
and Giu l ian (54) fixed tissue for 24 hours . 
Marmor et al . (88), Steinberg (140) a nd 
Stei n berg & Wood (141) fixed for a minimum of 24 
hours; Borwein et a l. (17,18) for 2 days, 
Eckmi ll er & Steinberg (43) for severa l days, and 
others for a week or more (142,143) . Steinberg 
( 140) and Marmor et a l . (88), show beautiful 
micrographs (Fig . 2) . However, Borwein (13) 
achieved very good results with a fixation time 
of ll, hours at 4°c, (Fig. 3) a nd Peters et a l. 
(117) with 45 minutes (Fig . 4) . There are so 
many other variables in the methods u sed by 
these wo rkers that their success cannot be 
attribute d to fixation time only . Experience 
with retinal research bears out what Boyde (20) 
wrote : 
" So far as I am aware , no on e has yet 
demo n strated any und es irable side - effects of 
prolo ngi ng the a l dehyde phase of fixation to 
severa l days, weeks or even months a nd it does 
take weeks or months to achieve the full degree 
of cross -linkin g possib l e with the aldehydes ." 
Perfusion has been used fo l lowed by 
immersion fixation (63,64,80,120,135) . There 
is no evidence in the papers that this produced 
superior results . Unusual surface knobs 
regu l arly arranged on the inner segments (IS) 
are clear l y displayed (120) but on the availab l e 
evidence this cannot be attribu ted to the 
fixation method. Perfusion appears to be 
es pecially us efu l in studies which invo l ve 
axons, de n drites, and gli8. 
In one of the first SEM- retina l studies, 
Shearer (136) us ed fresh (unfixed) RPE material, 
extracting the pigment gr ,anules osmotica ll y from 
the cel l int eriors by chilling for several hours 
in cold water. Subsequent gentle agitation 
freed the granules from the lysed cel l s , a nd 
these, concentrated by centrifugation, were 
coated with gold -p al l adium . Hansson (60,62,63) 
has used unfixed freezedried material. 
Postfixation 
Material is usually post-fixed in osmium 
tetro xide (OsO) but a few workers have had good 
results omitti~g osmication (1,16 (Fig . 1 ), 39, 
40) . Mol day (101) and Suburo et a l. (143) 
compared both methods and found that g l t'.Jtar-
a l dehyde a l one worked just as wel l and that 
osmium was not esse ntial. Kuwabara (79) 
pre(ixed in 2% Oso
4
, postfixed in 2% 
glutara l dehyde and stored the materia l for a few 
days in 10% buffered formal in with "no 
appreciab l e damage" to surface str uctures . No 
one e ls e reports usi ng t h is method. 
OsO ha s a l so been used as the primary and 
so l e f ixa1iv e (6,63,90,121,122,126) . Stern et 
al. (142) added 1-5 % tannic ac id to the 
phosphate buffered 2% OsO during postfixation 
a n d ta nni c acid was used 
4
in severa l stages of 
tissue preparation by Pfeffer & Fisher (1 18 ) and 
Anderso n et a l. (3) . Very clean surfaces 
resu lt e d but none of the authors discusses the 
reaso n s for the use of tannic acid, and the 
method is not assessed by co nt rols without 
tannic acid . 
SEM in Retinal Researc h 
R&C 
Fig.1 Anableps anableps L . - The South American four-
eyed fish ( 16). The dorsal retina, in the light-
adapted state , displays inner and outer segments of 
double cones (d), single cones (c), and rods, one of 
which i s displaced (r) . Oil-droplets (o) in the cone 
inn er segments create a bulge . Calycal processes, 
inn er segment longitudinal ridges, MUller cell 
microvilli (m) at the outer limiting membrane and PR 
nuclei (n) are all apparent. RPE granules lie on 
some cells. The shape of the photoreceptor (PR) cells 
are clearly shown . The RPE was deliberately removed. 
Fig. 2 Bullfrog (Rana catesbiana) . Micrograph, 
courtesy of Dr. RH Stei nb erg . (140) . The RPE had 
been removed and the photoreceptors exposed. The 
retinal layers are indicated: R&C - rods and cones; 
ONL - outer nuclear layer; OPL - outer plexiform 
l ayer; INL - inner nucl ear layer. There are many red 
rods (RR), one green rod (GR), three single cones 
(SC) and one double cone (DC). The MUller cell 
microvilli in the area of the fins is clearly shown 
(arrowhead). Some extracellular matrix covers some 
of the PR. Ridges on the inner segments co ntinue as 
calyca l processes on the outer segments . 
Fig. 3 Macaca mulatta Rhesus monkey (13). 
Foveal cones are seen at the junction of the inner 
and outer segme nts. Calycal processes (CF) arise 
from longitudinal surface ridges on the inn er 
segments and become free - standing structures sur-
rounding the proximal ends of the outer segments (OS) 
except for an area around the ciliary backbone (CB) . 
CF taper and vary in l ength. OS disks can be seen 
outlined on the OS surface. The cilium (Ci) has a 
very uneven surface . A few very short CF are 
associated with the ci l ium (arrowhead). 
Fig. 4 Frog - Rana pipiens. Micrograph courtesy of 
Dr . KR Peters . (117) . Rod outer segments fractured 
in th e ciliary region. Disks of progressive l y 




) expand from the outer c ilium, 
the stump of which is shown (CC), with a protruding 
li p (L) of the plasma l emma (PM). Calycal processes 
(CF) of unequal lengths li e on the proximal part of 
the outer segment (OS) and taper towards the OS apex . 
!For permissions see pa ge 285.1 
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A sta nd ard method h as evol v ed 
Ge n eral Comments 
Methods of specimen preparations for SEM in 
genera l were explored and refined (24,30,31,70). 
The methods used for retinae are so varied in so 
many ways that it is hard to decide which detail 
it is that produced the good resu l ts . In some 
studies several techniques are specified in the 
methods section but there is no discussion as to 
the relative merits of these methods (63,64). 
There is not only great variation in the 
methods used so that it is extreme ly difficult to 
assess the efficiency of one particular component 
of the procedure, but there is also great 
variation in the kind a nd amo unt of inform atio n 
given . In some cases every step is detailed 
(43,105,118,133) . I was not ab l e to get 
translations in time of some Japanese papers 
(7,96,97,104,108,109). Especial ly where the SEM 
component is a small and incidental part of the 
study, often of a clinical, immunological or 
physiological nature, very l itt l e or nothing is 
described of the SEM preparation methods (28,42, 
46 , 47,51,54,57,58,59,78 ,82,103,12 5 ,156,1 58) . It is 
a measure of the fact that SEM has become almost 
a routine way of looking at retinal tissue . 
A standard method (SM) has evo l ved and in 
out l ine it consists essentia lly of fixing reti nal 
tissue in buffered a ld ehydes, either 
glutara ldehyde a l one, or with paraformaldehyde, 
washi n g in buffer, post-fixing in buffered OsO~, 
washing in buffer, dehydrating in graded a l cohols 
(or acetones, less common l y), CPD , and coating 
with gold or go ld-p al l adium . Variations from the 
SM are discussed below . 
Separatio n of RPE an d retina 
There are prob l ems in exposi ng particular 
cells to view . It is necessary for example to 
separate the retina from the retinal pigment 
epit h e lium (RPE) if the outer a nd inner segments 
are to be clear l y displayed, or if the pigment 
epithe lium is to be seen en face . (Figs . 5,6). 
Dark-adaptation is a ll egedto help the separation 
process. Sakuragawa & Kuwahara (133) found that 
soaking in hyaluronidase or weak ammonia did not 
help the separation of RPE. S lo w and gentle 
peeling of the RPE with fine forceps after 
primary fixation in glutaraldehyde seems to 
effect the separation in the hands of an 
exper ienced operator (13,17,18, 42,89,133) or 
slow and persistent flushing with a gentle stream 
of fixative in fresh, dark-adapted fish retinae 
(16); in newts (40), th e separation was h e lp ed by 
gent l y lift ing with forceps . Puzzo l o & de Simone 
(121) picked the retina off wit h tweezers with a 
quick sudden movement . Wickham & Adams ( 155) 
refer on l y to stripping the retina after fixing . 
Most papers do not describe how this separation 
is achieved whe n needed. 
Cleaning retinal surfaces 
On e of the aims of SEM retina l work is to 
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present clean surfaces, i.e. without debris , 
free from extracell ul ar material, fibres, other 
ce ll s or part s of ce ll s, mucus or coagulins. 
Various methods have been used: washing with 
sa lin e before f ix atio n (27,48 , 107); with gentle 
shaking (133); washing with 20% ethy l alcoho l 
for 24 hours after fixation (140) (Fig . 2); 
washi ng in severa l rinses of deionized distilled 
water after aldehyde fixation (1 12,1 34) or with 
cacody l ate buffer (113); pro longed fixation (17 
(Fig . 7), 18, 140 (Fig . 2), 143) and gent l e 
ultrasonic vibration in disti lled water, after 
fixation (79, 155) . Peters et a l. (117) 
published remarkably beautifu l photomicrographs 
of frog retinal cells by high resolution SEM 
(Fig . 4) . They washed the tissue well in frog 
Ringer sol u tion both before a nd after 
glutaral dehyd e fixation . 
Pfeffer & Fisher (118) used an unusual 
method in their study of cat RPE processes 
ensheathing cone outer segments which yie ld ed 
very clean clear surfaces . They used overnight 
fixation in cold g lut ara l dehyde, the overnight 
use of filtered tannic acid both in the sodium 
cacodylate buffer and between the two separated 
1 hour immersions in Os0
4
. For dehydration 
graded tertiary butyl-alcohol-ethanol-water 
series to abso l ute tertiary buty l a l coho l was 
used, and several cha n ges of isoamyl acetate 
(over night) before CPD . Very thorough rinsing 
was a specia l feature of the process. Anderson 
et a l. (3) used postfixation in thr ee to five 
changes of phosphate buffered 2% osmium 
tetroxide a l ternating with phosphate buffered 
1-5 % tannic ac id, dehydration in tertiary buLyl 
alcoho l and ethano l, and transfer to amy l 
acetate before CPD . 
In order to see the basa l surfaces of t h e 
Mull er ce l ls (MC) in the nerve fiber l ayer of 
the retina, digestion methods have been 
employed . HCl and col l agenase were u sed between 
formalde h yde and Oso
4 
fixations to remove the 
basement membrane covering the eel 1, a method 
ada pted from work on the kidney . This revealed 
a mosaic pattern of the MC foot proces ses in a 
number of vertebrates, but it was not possible 
to determine how many foot processes arise from 
one MC ( 90). 
Thiocarbohydrazide processing was 
introduced by Malick & Wi l son (86) and Malick et 
al . (85) as a way of bypassing the need to coat 
specime ns with metals s u ch as go ld and 
palladium, and thus make the true surface of 
cells more readily apparent . Borwein (13) (Fig . 
3) a nd Borwein et a l. (15) (Fig . 8) found that 
the method h el p ed to produce cleaner surfaces 
but they and others have modified the met h od and 
have used it in conjunction wi th coating 
(37, 76,77, 134). There do not appea r to be a n y 
studies of retina wh ich have used 
thiocarbohydrazide inst ead of metal coating . 
Cracki ng retinal tissue 
Retina l tissue must often be cut or broke n 
or somehow chipped or cracked and various ways 
of do in g this are reported such as mechanica l 
tearing wit h forceps or cutting with sharp 
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blades . Ret ina e h ave been cut wit h s harp raz o r 
blades after aldehyde fixation (16,40,77,79,92, 
94,153); afte r Os0
4 
fixation (1,119); or after 
CPD (73,140). 
Fr eeze fracturing has been described for 
tissu es in ge n era l by Boyd e & Wood (24). Details 
are suppli ed by Germi n ario & McA l ear (52) for 
ret inal tissue frozen in Fr eo n 12 coo l ed with 
liquid nitrogen. They recommended the method as 
qui ck and easy . The ma teria l was fractured by 
bl ade in liquid nitrog e n a nd fragments 
freezedried in a Berkele y model fr eeze etch 
device, a nd an evaporator, and shadowed with 
platinum-carbon . Hansson (60,61,63,64) used 
fresh frozen retinae which they chilled in 
propan e coo l ed with l iquid nitrogen and 
freezedried at -7 o
0
c, or g lu tara ld e hyd e - fixed 
mater ial quickly frozen in liquid isopentane 
chilled by liquid nitrog e n and freezedried at 
-7o
0
c (64,65). Retinal specimens have been qui ck 
froze n in liquid nit roge n and cryo fr actu r ed using 
c hill ed razor bl ades (77) and the n t h awed in 70 % 
alco h o l (39) or fr eezedr i ed in etha nol (37), 
accordi n g to the method of Humph reys et al . (71) 
or passed through l iqu i d argon and liquid 
nit roge n a nd freezed ri ed in a Ba l zars Micro BA3 
freezedrying unit (82). Ali & Wagner (1) 
freezefract ur e d fis h retinae . 
Tan aka (145) desc rib ed froze n resin crac king 
methods where the resin- emb ed d ed material ( with-
out cata l ys t s) was cracked wit h a thi ck blade and 
a hammer. The plasti c was t h e n removed by 
propylene oxide a nd the spec im ens were CPD. 
Renard et a l. (129) us ed resin-cracking methods 
for gui n ea pig eyes with c h orioretinitis . They 
u sed Epon 812 (without cata l ysts), in ge l ati n 
capsules, h ar de n ed at -7 8°C in solid CO and 
ethano l mixture. The h arde n ed caps ule was l1aced 
on a teflon slab and cracked wit h blade and 
hammer. The Epo n was th en removed by propylene 
oxide, a nd the tissue CPD. 
Jensen & Prause (73) modified Tana k a ' s ( 14 5) 
methods for oc ula r tissue , including retina . 
They used both frozen -r es in cracki n g a nd dry-
crac kin g methods, and a lso digestion by th e 
enzymes trypsin, hyalu ro nid ase a nd col l agenase in 
a com p arat i ve study for assessi ng the advantages 
and limit at ions of th ese methods. Aldehy de fixed 
materia l (2-24 hrs) was post-fixed in Os0
4 
a nd 
dehydrated in graded acetone. For resin - crack ing 
t h e tissue was embedded in Epo n 812 (wit hout 
cata l ysts) for a minimum o f 12 hours, plac ed in 
gelatin ca psul es, and hardened at -78 °C in a 
mixture of solid co 2 and et hanol. "Boiling" in 
CO ceased after 2-3 mins, and the hard capsule 
wa~ coated with the freezing mixtur e a nd cracked 
on a teflon slab with h ammer and thick blade, and 
the resin was immediately removed by washes in 
propylene oxide, fol low ed by a wash in amyl 
acetate and a final wash in aceto n e. The 
specimen was then CPD from CO
2 
and coated with 
gold-palladium. A good photomicrograph of monke y 
r etina (frozen res in-cra cked) is shown. They 
used dry-cracking as we ll, from CPD specimens, 
but comparat i v e photomicrographs are not 
available and they were not able by these methods 
to crack a retinal cell to see its interior. The 
micrographs are good but not obviously superior 
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in quality to those obtained by other methods. 
Th ey l eave o n e wondering if t hi s method is 
markedly better for most purpos es than the 
sta ndard method. These methods h ave either not 
b ee n muc h tried or h ave not p roved very 
s u ccessful for phot o r eceptors in ge n e r a l a nd 
ce r tain l y not for their interiors. Hansson (65) 
h as a micrograph of a fractured synaptic body 
from the outer plexifor m layer of cat retina. 
In it th ere is an a ngular structure which he 
interprets as a synaptic ribbo n. 
In dry crac kin g after CPD the tissue is 
very frag il e , so great care must be exercised 
and t h e tissue coa t ed immediately to discourage 
water absor pti o n. It is often difficult to kno w 
which is the desired c ra cked s u rface af t er dry 
crack in g . Jensen & Prause (73) fo und th at 
s impl e d ry cracking "is as good - or even better 
(than resin-cracking) for more membra nou s 
tissues such as retina, uv ea , etc. 11 Resin 
crack in g was preferred for mor e solid tissues 
such as cornea a nd melanomas. They were ab l e to 
see insi de cells from malignant choro i dal 
melanomas but not insid e retina l cel l s . The 
fu ll y fixed tissue was a l so expose d to 1% 
solutions of tryisin, hy a luronidase and 
co ll age n ase at 37 C for 1 hour and then 
processed to CPD and coati n g . The enzy mes h ad 
different effec ts. Collagenase did n ot affect 
the plasma membrane, the surface p rocesses were 
preserved, but f ib ri l s b etwee n ce ll s were 
digested. Th ey recommend ex p osure of 1 hr at 
37°c for a ll ocular tissues a nd for a ll t h ree 
e n zymes ; but they warn that this p e riod of 
tr eatme nt wi ll not expose the inl ec ioc o[ cel l s . 
Plastic casts of retinal vess e ls 
Plastic vascular casts of r et in al and 
choroidal vesse l s have been mad e by the 
introductio n of substanc es which wi ll fi ll a nd 
then harden in the vascular system, after which 
t h e retina is digested away (49) and the plasti c 
vascular cast is view ed by SEM. Th e results are 
n o t only dramatic and beautifu l, but a l so very 
informative . Quigley et al. ( 1 25), in order to 
stu dy t h e o pti c n e rv e capi ll aries in optic disk 
pallor in Macaca fascicularis, followed methods 
deve l oped byVan Buskirk (15 1 ), and injected 
liquid methyl methacrylate via both carotid 
arteries. The vascular cast was then coated 
with gold-palladium . There were difficulties. 
When they tried to divide the optic nerve head 
in half with a razor the adhes i on of the n erve 
h ea d vessels to the ad j acent sc l era l and 
choroidal vessels was broken, o ri e ntation was 
lost, a nd only a limit ed view of the surface 
vess e l s was possible. But where the cas ts of 
the optic disk capillari es were satisfactory 
there was good resolution of detail and they 
used these for their quantit ative study of optic 
n e rve h ead capillaries in e xperimental optic 
disk pallor. They conc lud e d that they cou ld not 
assume that there is a loss of capi ll aries in 
pale optic disks, but r a ther there is a los s of 
nerve fibers a nd a thinning of the n e ural tissue 
of the rim of the optic disk. Go l e et a l. (56) 
used corrosion vascu l ar casting, with methyl 
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methacrylate, in an SEM study of oxygen-induced 
retinopathy in kittens, and found that it differs 
from the disease in the human neonate, where 
there are many mesenchymal arterio-venous shunts . 
In the kitten these are a minor component, the 
major feature being preretinal and intraretinal 
neovascularization. They prefer to use the term 
oxygen - induced retinopathy for the kitten 
disease, and retrolental fibroplasia (RLF) or 
retinopathy of prematurity for the human disease 
because they are morphologically different . The 
kitten is a poor model in t hat it develops 
neither scarring nor detachment of the retina, 
but it does reliably produce retinal 
neovascularization . 
Yon eya & Tso (159) induced retinal 
neovascularization in kittens 5-9 weeks old, and 
studied the reti n ae by combined SEM, TEM and 
light microscopy (LM) . Mercox was injected into 
the left ventricle for plastic vascu l ar casts . 
They found 5 types of retinal and vitreal new 
vessels, each type with a distinctive location 
and structure . Risco et al . (130) studied the 
" angioarchitecture " of the c ili ary artery 
circulation of the optic disk posterior pole, 
including the capi ll ary plexus that anastomoses 
with the outermost retinal capi ll a r ies, by the 
use of vascular casts . They fo ll owed a " simple, 
rapid and reliable" technique set out by Risco & 
Nopanitaya (131), an injection-corrosion method, 
to study the blood vessels of the cat eye, 
inc lud ing the retina l vessels. They used a 
p l astic injection medium of reduced viscosity 
that al l owed uniform filling of capillaries via 
the common carotid arteries after heparinised 
saline perfusion. The ocu l ar tissue was left to 
harden in 8o
0 c water for 4 hour s and then 
digested in 40% KOH (changed twice daily) for 4 
days, at 6o
0 c. The air dried casts were then 
carefully dissected and lightly coated (10 nm) 
with go l d-p alladium. The casts proved more 
stable under heavy electron bombardment than 
previously used plastics. Beautiful pictures 
were obtai n ed of retinal capi ll aries in 2 l ayers 
within the retina, of arteria l branching, the 
microvessels of the optic nerve, a n d the l obular 
distribution of the choriocapil l aries in cat and 
Macaca fascicularis . Annulae of endothelial 
cel l s, which probably act as arteriolar 
sphincters , were always seen as indented 
impressions at branching sites . 
Immuno-lab el ling of retinal ce ll surface markers 
It is possible by SEM to visua li se antigens 
and receptors o n ce ll surfaces. The SEM has been 
us ed to study cell surface l abe lling of retina l 
ce lls, specifical l y the photoreceptors (PR) . 
Surface specific molecules such as antibodies or 
l ect ins interact with macromo l ecular complexes 
a nd provide markers on the ce ll surface that are 
clear l y visible by SEM (101) . The markers n eed 
to be uniform in size and shape, and distinctive, 
so that they can be separated from other cel l 
surface p artic l es . They must be stab l e a nd show 
li tt l e or no nonspec i fic bind ing to the ce ll 
surface, and they must l abe l specific ce ll 
s urfac e components (102) . Visualisation and 
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lo calisat ion of retina cognin in embryonic chick 
retinal cells by immuno-l abe lling and SEM has 
been studied (8,9,114) . Retina cognin is 
described as " a retina-sp ecif ic ce ll surface 
glycosylated prote in that mediates self -
recognition and morphogenetic contact 
associations of embryonic retina cells" (114). 
PR processes hav e no surface cognin sites but 
the cell body does, and the antigenic properties 
of its surface membranes differ also from those 
of other retina ce ll surfaces. The difference 
in antigenic properties between the membrane of 
the PR process and the rest of the PR cell 
membranes, separated at the outer limiting 
membrane tight junctions, arises ear ly in 
embryonic development, by the 9th day in chick 
embryos (9) . 
Th e identification and characterisation of 
multiple forms of rhodopsin and minor proteins 
in frog and bovine rod outer segme n t (OS) disk 
membranes were studied by electrophoresis, 
lectin l abe ll ing, proteolysis, biochemical 
ana l yses and SEM. Visua l isation of the Con A 
and wheatgerm aggluti nin (WGA) binding sites on 
the extracel lu lar surface of the plasma membrane 
was achieved by SEM (103). Ce ll surface 
labelling of chick embryonic neural retina l 
cells und er different conditions (low 
temperature, energy inhibitors, cytocha l asin B 
and colchicine) was investigated by TEM and SEM 
by Cohen et al. (35) . 
I n a many faceted study by Bridges & Fong 
(28) on the use of le ct ins to investigate 
photoreceptor membranes, SEM was used to show 
binding s i tes of fluoresce n t fluorescein 
isothyocyanate (FITC) - Con A on frog PR . 
Immuno l abelling of rhodopsin in who l e 
mouse retina was st udi ed by SEM by Jan & Revel 
(72) . Rhodopsi n on the rod surfaces of 
g lut ara ldeh yde - fixed mouse retina was treated 
with rabbit antibodies specific against bovine 
rhodopsin and then with h emocya nin-lab e lled goat 
IgG ' s specific against rabbit antibody . 
Hemocyanin lab e l s h owed that rhodopsin o n the 
rod OS (ROS) cel l membrane exposes its antigenic 
sites to extracell ular space but such sites are 
scarce near the base of the ROS. This confirmed 
their findings on sections of immunolabelled 
retinae . 
Concanaval in A (Con A) -m ethacrylate 
micro - sphere co njug ates were used to l abel Co n A 
binding sites o n bovine rod ce ll s, and t hese 
were seen by SEM o n the ROS, rod inner segments 
(RIS), at the rod synaptic regions, and on the 
disk membranes (100) . The SEM has proved to be 
very u seful for thes e surface marking 
experime n ts . 
Embryology of th e retina 
SEM has been used particularly well in the 
study of the embryo l ogical l y developing retina 
where ce lls change position, a nd die; n ew ce lls 
arise and sheets of cells form, c h ange shape and 
positio n s . Large a r eas of tissue can b e see n to 
adva ntag e in these SEM studies of develop in g 
fetal ret in ae a nd associated tiss ues. Various 
aspects of the e mbr yo l ogy of the retina have 
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Fig. 5 Bul l frog (Rana catesbiana) . Photograph, 
courtesy of Dr . T Masutani . (89) . Red rods (R), 
green rods (G), single cones (s) and MUller cell 
microvilli at the outer l imiting membrane are 
shown . The green rods have very tapered inner 
segments. 
F ig . 6 New Zealand black rabbit . (Borwein unpubl . ) 
Normal RPE cells, deliberate l y separated from the 
outer segments, show their hexagonal cel l outlines 
and abundant apica l microvilli, some of which are 
in clumps . A few rod outer segment fragments ca n 
be seen (arrowheads) . 
Fig . 7 New Zealand black rabbit. (17, Photograph 
by Dr. M Sanwa l ) . The great variation in PR form 
is illustrated by Figs. 1, 2, 3,4,7,14 a nd 15. The 
rod inner segments are short and expand somewhat 
towards the ciliary region . The outer segments are 
about 3 times the l ength of the inner segments, 
but not all of equal length. The c onnecting ci li um 
(Ci) is very cl e ar (arrowheads) . 
Fig. 8 Macaca mulatta . (Borwein unpubl . ) A block 
of retina tissue is seen from the vitrea l surface 
to the choroid (Ch). The axons from the gang lion 
cells can be see n cours in g on the vitreal surface, 
at the inner limiting membrane (arrowhead) . The 
photoreceptors (PR) abut on the RPE. 
Fig. 9 10-day chick embryo neural retinal ce ll s . 
Micrograph, courtesy of Dr . Y Ben-Shau l. (10). (a) 
These ce ll s had been trypsinised for 5 secs as a 
control for longer treatment . Freshly dissociated 
cells have long filipodia (f) and ruffles 
(arrowhead) . (b) Ce ll s treated with protein 
sy nth esis inhibitors which suppress re - aggregatio n 
hav e very few filipodia and on l y a few blebs 
(arrowheads). 
Followin g figures are reprint ed with pe rmission 
from th e follow in g sources: 
Fig. l 
Fi gs. 3 ,17 
Fi gs . 7,10 
Fi gs . 12 ,13 
Fig. 16 
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J ournal of Morphology (16) 
Anatomical Records (13) 
Canadian J. Ophth almology (17) 
Inv est. Ophthalmol. & Visu a l Sci.(18) 
Ve rtebrate Photore cep t or Optics, 
Springer Verla g (12) 
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been studied very effective ly by SEM. Ben-Shaul 
& Moscona (10) (Fig. 9) found that filipodia seem 
to play an important role in bringing together in 
clusters chick embryo retinal ce ll s that had been 
separated by trypsin digestion. Single 
dissociated cel l s of chick neural retina were 
labelled with Con A-hemocyanin to study the 
formation of filipodia, lobopodia and blebs from 
their membranes (11). Breipoh l et a l. (25) 
showed that the surfaces of the RPE in chick 
embryo and chicks sprout fine membrane processes 
on both their retinal and choroida l surfaces, the 
former appearing before the latter in 
development. They emphasised that the SEM is 
useful not only for tissue surfaces but also for 
fractured embryonic tissues . Hilfer (69) found 
that the three dimensional (3 -D) image produced 
by the SEM to be "exceptionally useful when 
a pplied to the study of developing organs" . Thev 
studied the development of the eye in chick 
embryo, including the extracellular materials 
that are found on all cell surfaces (68) and some 
of this granular material was visualised by 
precipitation with cetylpyridinium chloride . Its 
greatest concentration was found when 
invagination was at its peak . Breipohl et al . 
(26) followed retinal development in chick 
embryos at 12, i6, and 20 days and in 2 day old 
chickens by SEM. Breipoh l et a l. (27), as part 
of an SEM study of the sensory receptor cells in 
diff ere nt vertebrates, looked at aspects of their 
development in chick embryos (12 day and 16 day), 
a nd included retina in the study. 
In a combined TEM & SEM study, Galbavy & 
Olson (48) followed the developmenta l changes of 
a l bino rat photor eceptor cells, mainly rods, from 
immature ce ll s at birth to maturity at three 
weeks . The maturation proc eede d slowly in the 
p eriphera l retina . They were the first to 
present "a topographical analysis of [mammalian] 
photoreceptor cell morphogenesis" by SEM. The 
l arge increase in the numb er of rod cells occurs 
up to post-nat a l day 4, and by day 8 there is no 
significa nt increase in cell number. It is 
significant that in a lbino rat the inner segme n t 
remains smooth throughout deve l opment unlike that 
of the chick (94) where t h e developing cone IS is 
covered by microvilli, which later l argely 
disappear, l eav ing only a few which remain as 
ca l yca l processes . The adult albino rat rod 
lacks calycal processes . With rare exceptions 
the SEM shows calycal processes very well 
(12,13,14,15,16,19), better than longitudin a l 
sections in TEM. (Figs . 3 , 4, 8) 
Suburo et a l. (143) fol l owed the growth of 
optic axons in chick embry o development in the 
basal intercellular spaces of the retina by SEM. 
They we r e unable to determine what factors 
orientate the ganglion ce ll axon growth towards 
the choroid tissue . No preformed pathways for 
axons could be seen by SEM, nor could they 
distinguish between neuroepithelial and immature 
Muller cel l s . They added 0 . 5% cety lpi ridinium 
chloride to the fixative which they found 
hardened the vitrea l surface cons id erably, and 
they a l so used trypsin and HCl co ll agenase 
methods . 
SEM was used to study the 3-D architecture 
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of the matrix in the interspace b etwee n the 
presumptive lens a nd presumptive retina of the 
chick embryo, and the reaction of basement 
membranes lining the space to enzyme digestion 
(153). By SEM the space was seen to be "filled 
with a coherent fibrous mesh identical to and 
continuous with a fibrous network l ying on the 
surface of the basement membranes l ining the 
space ", and this could account for the binding 
of the two epithelia l l ayers . 
McAvoy (92) in the rat embryo used SEM to 
ex plore the mesodermal cel l s that are pushed 
aside as the optic vesic l e approaches the 
ectoderm, the various cytop l asmic processes from 
optic vesicle/cup and the presumptive lens, 
(before day 13), and the network of fibrils in 
the interspace, which the author suggests has a 
role in coordinating the invagination of l e n s 
placode and optic vesicle. 
Meller & Tetzlaff (94) a nd Meller (93) 
followed development of the retina in chick 
embryo and chicks by SEM only . Th e sequentia l 
development of the PR of the chick retina was 
studied in chick embryos from day 7- 18 (111) and 
day 7-21 ( 112) by SEM o nl y, and by corre l ated 
TEM- SEM from days 2- 20 (113) . I have been 
particu l arly interest e d in these papers because 
of my recent work on calycal pro cesses (CP) . 
These authors have shown that in the c hi ck at 
least, the CP arise from the abundant microvilli 
(MV) that are seen on the deve l oping IS by day 
15. As development proceeds these MV become 
l ess numerous but a few persist as CP . Olson 
(113) suggests that the MV have an important 
nutritional ro l e during deve l opment . The 
function of the CP is unknown . 
Morphogenetic cel l death is a feature of 
ear ly retina l development where dead cells form 
necrotic areas . Garcia -Porrero & Ojeda (50) 
used chick embryos in a combined LM, TEM and SEM 
study to describe phagocytosis of these necrotic 
areas . By SEM it was clearly seen that the 
p er inuclear zones of neighbouring 
n e uroepithelial (NE) cel l s phagocytise fragments 
of dyi ng cel l s and then d i gest them, acti ng as 
"n on-professiona l phagocytes" . They also 
studied (51) by SEM the nuclear migration in 
normal chick neuro ep ithelial ce ll s during 
normal embryonic development (stages 14 -16 ) of 
the retina, using co l chicine to block metaphas e . 
This gave rise to changes in cell shape, f;eed 
ce ll s that were then detached into the lumen, 
and induced degeneration in ce lls, a ll this 
increasing with greater colch i c in e exposure . 
Grant et a l. (59) used SEM a n d a l so si l ver 
stained seria l sections for LM to describe a 
stagi n g series for retina l histo ge n esis in 
Xen opus la evis . Ocular defects resultin g from 
teratoge ni c doses of trypan - blue in rat fetuses 
(16 day) were studied by SEM and TEM b y Schmidt 
et a l. (134) in which on l y 2 of 41 seve r e l y 
abnorma l eyes showed any retina l rudiments; eye s 
with mild microphtha l mia a l ways had retinae, but 
with defects . Trypan - blue probably causes a 
fai lure o f optic vesic l e development, an d the 
abse nce of retina l eads to arrested lens 
develo pment . 
Embryonic retinae were used in tissue 
SEM in Retina l Re s ea rch 
cultu r e by SEM to compare retin ob l astomas a n d 
normal fetal retina ( 148) . Retinoblastoma h ad 
been thou g ht by some to be of g li a l or igin; 
others h ave s uggested that it arises in th e 
ph o tore ce ptor s . I n this study, SEM surface 
topography of cells help ed to cla ssify the cell 
types seen a nd indi cated that different ce l l 
t y pes co-exist in th e retinoblastoma c ultur es , 
but most ce lls had features which id e ntifi ed them 
as of eit h e r g l ia l or n e urona l origin. Th ey 
suggest that t h e retinob l astoma arises from a 
multipot e ntial stem ce l l which, a l though 
ne o plastic, ca n differentiate into both g lial or 
n eu ronal cells inc l uding photoreceptors . The 
authors discuss th e difficu l ties inh e r e nt in 
i de ntifyin g ce ll s in tissue culture a nd a lso the 
advantage of see ing the tissue cu lture cell 
surfaces by SEM which helped them in the 
iden tific atio n of cell types. 
Reti n a l diseases (See Appe n dix II) 
Increasingly SEM has bee n used on its own, 
or as an a djun ct to TEM a nd LM, in the study of a 
wide variety of retinal diseases or oc ul ar 
diseases that affect the retina . Hansson (63) 
was the first to use SEM alo n e to st u dy the l ong 
term effects of a p oison (sodium glutamate) o n 
the rat retina, having first described normal rat 
reti na by SEM (6 1,62, 64) . Sodium g lut amate 
destroys the inn e r reti n a creating l arge cys toid 
spaces, and it th ins the retina by half but the 
inner segments a n d outer segments of the 
photoreceptors a nd RPE remai n n orma l-lo oki n g . 
The author says boch TEM a nd SEM were used, but 
on l y photographs by SEM are s h own and discussed . 
Hansson (60) a ls o re p orted on Vitamin A 
def i c i ency i n rats as seen by SEM. 
Oxygen-induced reti n opathy in kittens, 
which was found to differ from human neonate 
retro l ental fibrop l asia (RLF) in some respects, 
was studied by co r rosion vascular-casting SEM 
(56). 
The u l trastructure of the p reterm hum a n 
retinal mesenchymal spindle ce l l s of the n erve 
fibe r l ayer (NF L) in retrole n ta l fibroplasia 
(RLF) was studied from tissue do n ations from a 
neonatal i nt e nsiv e care unit wh ere pre term 
infants had been treated wi t h daily oral doses of 
Vitamin E ( 100 mg/kg body weight), a nd com par ed 
to co ntro l s give n muc h l ess Vitamin E (5 mg / kg 
body weight) (78) . TEM, LM and SEM were used. 
Two SEM photographs show the 3 - D stack ing of 
spindle cel l s in the NFL of a control retina with 
severe RLF compared to the scarcity of spindle 
cells in a n infant with mild RLF treated with 
high dos es of Vitamin E . If started on day 1, 
high doses of Vitamin E proved e fficacious in 
reducing the severity of RLF . The proliferation 
of spind l e ce l l s and the fo rmation (a nd the area) 
of their gap junctions i s s uppressed by Vitamin 
E, whi l e continuous oxygen incre ases the gap 
ju n ction format i on area . 
In an a t tempt to understa n d p rocesses in-
volved in massive periretina l proliferation, a 
serious comp l ication of retinal detachment, 
experimentally c reated retinal tears and detach -
ments in pigmented rabbit eyes were tr ea ted with 
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xe non arc photocoagulation (110) a n d the 
resulting cha n ges i n the g li al ce ll s were 
observed by SEM. Gli a l cells ca u sed a p ro -
tuberant swe l l ing of the retina around the t ear 
a ft er 4 wee ks, a nd after 6 weeks the internal 
limiting membrane was perforated by g li a l cel l s 
(f ibrous astrocy t es) which l ater proliferated in 
the repair p rocess in the space between the 
retinal tear a nd the retina. Retinal detachment 
in cats was described by And e rson et al . (2) . 
Th e changes in pigm e nt epithelial ce ll s 
following e xp erimenta l retina l detachment in the 
rabbit were studied by SEM and TEM combi n ed by 
Okhuma (109) . He saw RPE cells protuberant 
towa rds the retina, migrating RPE cel l s, a n d 
sma ll sized RPE ce ll s implying mitoses . He 
s uggest ed t h at the subreti n a l macrophage were of 
RPE origin. 
Stages in the repair of the RPE after 
xe n on ar c photocoagulati.on in detached retinae 
in the rabbit we r e described by SEM from day one 
to one month after photocoagulation . The 
resulting coagu l ated necrosis was removed by 
macrophage of RPE origin. RPE ce lls s lid e over, 
an d new, sma ll RPE ce ll s arise by mitosis, and 
toget h er they cover the l esio n (97). 
Frambach a nd Marmor ( 46) made non-
rhegma togenous detac hments in li ving rabbit eyes 
by injecting a few microliters of different 
fluids int o t h e subretinal space . They st udi ed 
t h e r ate a n d route of fluid resorption fro m t h e 
subreti n a l space . Th e scanning e l ectron 
micrographs display b l ebs and b l eb surfaces 
associated with the RPE a nd ph otoreceptors in 
these experiments . 
I n a mainly TEM study , SEM was a l so used 
to d escribe the histology of exper im e n tal 
retinal detachment a nd rea tt achment of cat 
reti n a and its clinocopatho l ogica l correlatio n s 
(142) . Only one (but a very clear) photograph 
by SEM is included, the appearance of the RPE 
six weeks after detachment . Re - attachme n t 
wit hin one week r esu l ts in good photoreceptor 
rege n eratio n a nd orientation; l onger periods of 
detachme nt produce poorer resu l ts . 
Giereck et al. (53), with SEM, looked at 
the orif i ces in a human retina that resulted 
from diathermocoagulation for detached re t ina 
soon after t h e treatment, before secondary 
inflammation processes occurred . Th i s was an 
unusua l opportunity to see th e depth a nd exte n t 
of th e pathological processes a nd one of the 
ear li est clinical us es of SEM. 
Both TEM an d SEM were used to exp l ore the 
retinae of 3 patients with trisomy 18 (the 
seco nd most co mmon human autosoma l trisomy) 
(47) . Th e r et inae had imma ture features and the 
posterior RPE res embl e d human albino RPE in th at 
there were f ew mature mel a nosomes. There were 
a nomalies in the outer retina, a nd th e re was 
o ptic n e r ve head hypop l as ia . They sugges t ed 
that pigm e ntation is imp orta nt in the co ntro l of 
mat u ration of the n e ur a l reti n a. 
Auto - immune uveal retinitis induced in 
guinea pig eyes by injection of autologous 
retina is more violent ( 129) than that induced 
by bovin e r e tina l antigens ( 1 28) . Th e disease, 
involving at first disorganisation a nd later the 
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loss of the visua l ce ll s and the disappearance of 
the RPE cell microvi ll i, l eads to retinal 
detachment . Finally th e RPE is atrophic, OS and 
IS decay, and a scar i s formed by fibroblasts and 
by pro li feratio n of epithelioid cells, all 
described by SEM only ( 128,1 29) . 
Aspects of retinal detac hme nt were studied 
by Marmor et al . (87,88) . 
Qu i g l ey & Addicks (124) studied the optic 
nerve head by SEM to l ocate regional differences 
in the lamin a cr ibrosa in chro ni c g l aucoma . Th ey 
fou nd that the super ior and inferior parts of the 
lamina cribrosa conta in l arger pores and thinner 
connective tissue support for the nerve fiber 
bundles of those ganglion cell axons that are 
more readily damaged in g l aucoma than are those 
of the nas a l a nd temporal zones of the l amina 
cribrosa . This is most p roba bly the area , at the 
sclera, that seems to be the site of the initia l 
cellu l ar insult. Detergent digestion methods 
were com p ared to (a nd fou n d better than) trypsin 
digestion with ultrasonic disruption, in both TEM 
a n d SEM. Specific dPt;ii ls of the methods used 
a re given. The methods do not remove t h e 
basement membranes of t h e s urf ace retinal 
vascu l at u re and these were removed with 
"ul trafine" forceps and scissors under the 
dissecting microscope before a l dehyde fixation, 
in order to fu ll y expose the lami na cribrosa . 
They were ab l e to see the 3 -D view of the l amina 
cribrosa , its 200-400 pores through whi ch the 
nerve fiber bundles pas s, and t he differences in 
the connective tissue of the lamina sheets and 
septa , wh ich enab l ed them to s h ow c l ear . regiona l 
differences that corre l ate we ll with t h e known 
pattern of damage in g l aucoma. Quig l ey et al. 
(125) u sed vasc ul ar cas t s of the optic nerve head 
ca p il l ar i es as part of their stu dy (by LM, SEM, 
fluorescein angiography a n d a n image a n alysis 
system) of experimenta l optic disk pallor. They 
found that t h e pallor resulted from thinning of 
the neural tissue of the rim of th e optic disk 
and n ot to a l oss of capi ll ar i es, n or to 
p ro lif eratio n of astrocytes . 
Gotti nger (57) , by SEM o nly, l oo k ed at 
peripheral reti nal cystoid degenerations (PCD) 
a nd reticular inn er cystoid degenerations in man . 
The SEM photographs dramatically show vau l t-like 
cavities s upp orted by co lumns which are 
surro und ed by a nd co nn ected to each other by 
col l age nou s fib ers . Gott inger (58 ), by a 
comb ination of SEM and TEM, d escr ib e d the 
format ion of basement membranes a nd collagenous 
f i bri l s in PCD and senile retinoschises. The 
col l age n o u s fibri l s accumulate between the neural 
eleme nts and glia a nd are com pr essed into colum ns 
which then separate cyst - 1 ike spaces . Th e 3-D 
view by SEM is es pecially valuable in stu di es 
like these . 
In a case -r epo rt of p ro liferati ve diabetic 
retinopathy in a 24 year o l d woman who had had 
a r go n l aser treatm e nt, tr ypsi n- digest 
p re parations of post - mort e m retina e x ami n ed by 
SEM showed l oss of photoreceptors and RPE . TEM 
and LM wer e also used. In th e text, it is said 
that SEM r evea l e d microan eurys ms, fu siform 
vasc ul a r dilatations, and marked l oss of 
pe r i cytes b u t there is no photomi crograph o f 
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microaneurysms . The mi c rographs show fusiform 
di l atations, but on l y normal retinal vessels 
with pericyt e s, not those with pericyte-loss. 
A rat model for chron i c retinitis was 
studied by opht h almological examinatio n, 
electroretinograms, TEM and SEM (38) . Two SEM 
photographs are included, o n e of which, their 
Fig . 8, is both very c l ear and very good , but 
the inf ormation value from it is l argely derived 
from corre l at i on wit h TEM, which is ofte n th e 
case . Th e value of the informa ti o n g l ea n ed from 
SEM often depends to some degree o n prior 
knowledge derived from LM and es p ecia ll y TEM. 
Cell outgrowths in ce ll cu l ture from 
abnorma 1 human vitreous specimens obtained a t 
vitreous surgery from patients wit h mass ive 
periretinal pro lifer atio n were exam in ed b y TEM 
and SEM ( 10 6) . Four major cel lul ar constit u e nts 
were identified as components of these 
pro li ferating vitrea l membranes: macrophage , 
RPE-lik e ce,lls, g l ial -l ike ce ll s , a nd 
fibrob l astic ce ll s , SEM aiding in ce ll 
identif i cation . 
Using LM, TEM a n d a sma ll compo n e nt of 
SEM, a hu ma n retina was exami n ed and described . 
The eye had deve l oped an i mmune respo n se 
ophtha lmi tis fo ll owi n g surgery for glaucoma . 
There was considerab l e macrophage invasion, 
seeming l y via the nerve fiber l ayer and th e 
s ub- RPE space. Th ere was an almost comp l ete 
absence of in flammatory cel l s . The intact RPE, 
by me tapl astic changes , probably gave rise to 
the abu nd ant macrophages (82) . 
Retinal dystrophy in rat and man, while 
not identical, share certain features. The rat 
disease was studied by SEM by Herron (67), a nd 
there i s a f in e photomicrograph of latex sp h ere 
phagocytosis by both n orma l a n d dystrophic RPE . 
The dystrophic RPE fails to engulf the shed ROS 
disks . The rat is the only model available for 
the study of human retinal dystrophy . Norma l 
rats, pink eyed and pigmented, were compared, by 
SEM only, with retinae from conge ni c dystroph i c 
rats h omozygous for t h e blind allele ( Hun te r 
strai n a n d Royal College of Surgeo n s strai n) 
(127) . The deta il s of the dystroph i c disease 
are recorded from SEM micrographs . The disease 
does not seem to a ff ect t h e bipo l ar, amacr in e 
and ga n g li on cel l s . 
Th e reti n ae of a mutant strain of chic k e ns 
suffer ing from co ng e nit al blindn ess with ret inal 
degeneration we r e compared by SEM to the n o rm a l 
ch i cke n retina (149) . Th e ear l y lesions in the 
disease were sim il ar to human retina l de -
generat i ons . The study is an ad jun ct to a LM 
study (150) . The d is ease affected primarily the 
photoreceptor o u te r and inner segments, with 
reactive c han ges in the RPE . Doub l e -con es were 
so mewhat more resistant to the di sease . 
In 2 hum an eyes from a 24 year o l d man 
wi th fundus f l avimac ul atus wit h atrophic macu l ar 
degeneration, a st ud y using f l u oresce nt 
microscopy, LM, and SEM showed that, starting 
n ea r the equator and becomin g more prevale n t a n d 
more abnormal posterior l y, the RPE co n tained 
hypomelanotic cel ls of markedly diff ere nt sizes , 
in i rregu l ar groups, surro und ed by norma l -
l ook in g ce ll s . Massi ve amou nts of lip o fuscin 
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Fig. 10 New Zealand black rabbit (17). 
The retina had been exposed to a laser, 
wave l engt h 570-600nm, spot size 75 µ m, 
e nerg y density 10 joule/cm 2 . The lesion 
shown here is 7 days old, and is sectioned 
through the full thickness of the retina . 
The retina (R) is swollen a nd humped up 
a nd fo lded so that the PR layer comes to 
lie in a central vertical line in the 
middle of the hump (PR) . The choroid 
(Ch) , sclera (S) and the inner limiting 
membrane (ILM) can be seen. 
Fig . 11 New Zealand black rabbit (Borwein 
unpubl . ) (17). The retina has been 
ex posed to a laser as described for Fig. 
10. In this case the damage is more 
extens ive than in Fig . 10 . Here, the 
inner limiting membrane has been 
perforated and cracked in several places 
and retinal contents have been extruded 
(arrowheads) . 
Fig . 12 New Zea land black rabbit ( 18). 
The retina had been exposed to a dye laser 
(585nm), output pulse duration0.4µsec, 
minimum spot size 75 µ m diameter , the 
l asing energy 200-350 µJ. The RPE in the 
l aser lesion area after 7 days shows 
hypertrophied cells (H) with microvilli, 
sparser a nd shorter than those in the 
neighbouring una ffected cel l s and small 
cel l s with abundant microvilli. These 
smal l cel ls are rounded and protrude from 
the KPE surface and in one place they are 
at least 2-layered (arrowhead). 
Fig . 13 New Zealand black rabbit 
(18) . The retina had been exposed to a 
l aser as described for Fig . 12. The RPE 
was viewed after 1 hr . The centre of the 
l esion(*) contains nuclei, debris, red 
blood cel ls, and photoreceptors. Aro und it 
the microvilli are sparse and flattened 
in the direction of the lesion centre . 
Holes are seen in some ce ll s (arrowheads). 
At the periphery of the l esio n there are 
more microvilli, and normal RPE cells (N) 
border the lesion. (see Fig. 6). Outer 
segments are embedded in the microvilli 
(arrow). The damage levels show a 
gradient from the periphery of the edge of 
the lesion to the centre where there is 
most damage . 
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accumulated in the RPE cells . The authors (42) 
suggest the disease may involve disordered 
lipopigment metabolism. SEM photographs were 
used to count RPE cel l s, the density of which 
posteriorly was only 25% that in the periphery. 
An occasiona l torn RPE ce ll al l owed a view of the 
ce ll contents, by SEM. This paper is a good 
example of how useful SEM can be in the study of 




disturbed vision . Eyes of 8 affected calves were 
studied by ophthalmoscopy, LM, TEM and SEM 
( 135) . The white spots seen on the fund us by 
ophthalmoscopy were seen by SEM to be 
protuberances on the vitreal surface of swollen 
retinal ganglion cells which contained dense 
aggregates of membranous bodies in their 
perikarya. These membranous bodies were found 
a l so in the amacrine cells. Opt ic nerves showed 
Wallerian degeneration. Gangliosidosis occurs 
also in man, cats, pigs and dogs . The dome -
shaped protuberances of the vitreal surface and 
the l arge g l obular masses of the ganglion ce ll 
layer are shown in a scanning electron micrograph 
that illustrates them more c learly than any 
reconstruction from TEM could do. 
Wakakura & Ishikawa (152) studied the 
ganglion ce lls of the cat retina by SEM. D, L-
2-aminoad ipi c acid (AAA), a g li otox i c compound, 
was injected intravitreally into specific 
pathogen-free cat eyes and the eyes enuc l eated 
after the reactio n time. AAA destroys Muller 
cells and astrocytes in a dose dependent fashion. 
Normally these mask the ganglion cells. Too much 
AAA also destroys retinal ce ll s . These and 
control normal retinae were exam in ed by LM, TEM 
and SEM, also retinae after optic nerve tran-
section. The aut hor s conclude that after AAA 
application SEM enab l es one to see in detail both 
the normal and the pathologic ganglion ce ll s, 
which are different. 
Aging retina 
An interesting use of SEM was made by Yew & 
Ling Wong (157). They compared the counts of 
visual cell number (per unit area) under 5,000 X 
magnification in the ret inae of 2~ month and 
seventeen month old albino mice. They could see 
phagosome formation as outer segments were 
pinching off. There were fewe r photoreceptor 
cells per unit area in the older mice. The 
number of phagosomes were the same, but of 
smal l er diameter than in younger retinae. There 
was a ls o less mucopolysaccharide around the 
visua l ce ll s in the older retina , which may be an 
important factor in retinal detachment. 
Light, Lasers, and other radiation 
The effects of lasers on the retina has 
been widel y studied by LM & TEM, but only 
relatively few papers using SEM have been 
published. Aoki (7) looked at the retina of 
rabbits immediately after ruby laser 
photocoagulation. Ohsawa & Miki (110) studied 
the retinal glial cells in rabbits after Xenon 
arc photocoagulation. Borwein et al. st udied 
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the normal and lased retina (17) and the normal 
and lased pigment epithelium (18) in rabbits, 
which showed the appearance of entire l esions 
(Figs . 10, 11) as well as the effects of lasers 
on cell surface morphology, such as the loss of 
the RPE microvilli in a graded way towards the 
lesion centre (18) (Figs . 12, 13) . Meyers et 
al. (95) used the CO
2 
laser to phot otransect 
vitreal membranes in rabbits . Rodrigues and 
Currier (132) studied the histopathological 
effects of the argon laser in a case of juvenile 
onset diabetic retinopathy in a 24 year old. 
The argo n laser is widely used to try to arrest 
proliferative diabetic retinopathy by destroying 
the proliferating vascular fronds. 
Yew et a l. (158) produced low dose retina l 
lesions with the type of helium-neon laser 
widely used in schools a nd research laboratories 
and showed that it did n ot cause obvious damage 
to the retina (or l ens) , but that exposure 
produced an increase in the intercellular 
substance around the outer segments, in a dose 
dependent manner, and at a peak amount 4 hrs 
after treatment. 
The retina of the roach, a teleost fish, 
was ex pos ed to two types of las er, in the range 
of 450 nm-650nm, which irradiated a 1mm circ ular 
area , in order to study the li ght - evoked 
responses of neurones located in the irradiated 
area , by electrophysio lo gy, TEM & SEM. Changes 
were found in the photoreceptor outer segme nts 
but not in their synaptic terminals, nor in the 
neurones (41). 
Albino rabbit retinae were examined by SEM 
24 a nd 72 hours after in vivo exposure to 7000 
rad. of X-radiation (107_)__  Rods and cones 
showed the most severe damage in the retina. 
After 72 hours there was most damage to the 
inner and out er segments, and the outer nuclear 
layer showed somewhat more damage than it did 
after 24 hours. 
Continuous light damage in the albino rat 
retina has been assessed by SEM (80,123). 
At the RPE-PR area of the inf erior retina 
of the bullfrog, by SEM, Eckmiller & Steinberg 
(43) saw macrophage-like spherical cells with 
surface ruffles. They contai ned granules that 
resembled RPE melanosomes. These ce lls were 
associated with depigmented RPE cells . The 
conclusion that these cells were probably 
monocyte-derived, from the choriocapillaris, was 
reached larg ely by TEM. The authors suggest 
that these cells are not there in response to 
infection, but rather as a resp onse to 
cumu lative damaging effects of light exposure on 
the inferior retina. 
SEM and TEM were used together to great 
effect in a study of RPE cultured cel l s' surface 
morphology and phagocytosis of latex spheres 
(44) . Calf and rabbit RPE cells have a latent 
period of 12-17 hours respectively before the 
spheres were ingested during which time their 
surfaces were abundantly covered with cell 
processes, as were rat RPE cells which show no 
latent period, whether normal or dystrophic. 
These processes were identical in a l l the RPE 
cells. The authors concluded that differences 
in the lat ency periods were not associated with 
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Fi g. 14 Snake (E l aphe quadrivirgata). Micrograph, courtesy of Dr. T Masuta n i. (89). Surface 
view of visual cel ls . The r e are three types of corn~s , l arge sing l e cones (L), sma ll si ngle 
cones (S) and double co nes (D). Their mosaic pattern is beautifully displayed . Note the 
different outer segments of the unequal double cones (arrowhead) a nd the very plump inner 
segments of a ll the co nes. 
Fi g . 15 Qua il reti na . (Borwein unpubl.) Note the elongated photoreceptor nuclei of the outer 
nuclear l ayer (arrow) , the small and very numerous nuclei of the inner nuclear l ayer, and the 
narrow intervening outer plexiform layer. The Muller ce ll microvilli are very prominent 
(arrowhead) . The inner segments are c lub shaped, enlarging towards the outer segments . Many of 
the outer segme nt s have been broken off during tissue preparation. 
Fig. 16 Macaca mul atta - Rhesus monkey ( 12). Cones in the fovea (see Fig. 17) are displayed . 
The outer segments have knobs, which are convo lu tions a nd fo l dings (arrow) . There is a 
co n striction of the photoreceptor at the ci l ium , and the ciliary region appears as a shadowy 
wavy lin e (Ci) . The out er li miting membrane (OLM) appears as a thin line. The inner co ne 
fibers of Henle (arrowhead) tur n sha rpl y at a n ang l e to the photoreceptors a nd their nuc l ei. 
Note that when a PR nucleus is l ost duri ng proc es sing a "nuclear nest" (N) made of Muller ce ll 
processe s remains . 
Fig. 17 Macaca mulatta - Rhesus monkey (13). A trephined portion of the reti na , s howing the 
fov eal s l ope and pit (ar ro w) . The detached RPE li es free be l ow th e outer segments(*) . Note 
the thinning of the retina towards the foveal ce nt er . 
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apical RPE cell processes . 
Polystyrene spheres and bacteria were taken 
up at equal rates by the RPE of chick embryo 
retinae in culture, as seen by both TEM and SEM 
( 66) . 
The regeneration of the pigment epithelium 
microvil li in vitro in dystrophic RCS rats and 
pigmented r~s was examined by TEM and SEM (144) . 
In regeneration after RPE and retinal separation 
the RPE microvilli became thinner, denser a nd 
longer with length of incubation, but were denser 
and longer in situ than in vitro . Chaitin & 
Hall (32 , 33)studied the defective ingestion of 
rod OS by dystrophic rat RPE ce lls in culture. 
They assayed phagocytosis by using ROS antiserum 
a nd a double imunofluorescent labelling method. 
SEM was the technique used for visualisation of 
phagocytosis which was defective in the ingestion 
phase. They found that a lthou gh actin functions 
normally in dystrophic RPE cells, the ingestion 
mechanism is activated at only a few sites, 
compared to the normal RPE cells. 
Morphological Studies (see Appendix I) 
Fish retinae and photoreceptor cells , both 
light and dark adapted have been described by SEM 
(1,16 (Fig . 1 ), 119,156). 
Newt RPE and photoreceptors were studied by 
Dickson & Hollenberg (40), the mud puppy retina 
by Lewis et al . (84) . 
There have been several studies of aspects 
of frog retinae (89,98,99,156) , but the most 
detailed a nd extensive is that of Steinberg 
(140) . (Figs. 2, 5) . 
Masutani & Miyoshi (89) were able to 
display the mosaic patter n of the large single 
cones, the small single cones a nd doub l e cones of 
a snake (Fig. 14) . Yamada (156) also look ed at 
snake retina. 
Bird retinae have not been studied morpho-
logically by SEM exce pt for a few micrographs 
made available by Masutani - Noda & Yamada (90), 
Miller (98) and Yamada ( 156) (crow, duck, 
Zonotrichia). Quail retina has been looked a t by 
Borwein . (Fig. 15). 
Various aspects of the rat retina and RPE 
have been described by SEM (61,62,64,65,83,121, 
122). There is one description available on a 
mouse retina (138), without photomicrographs. 
Combined SEM a nd TEM was used to study the 
capture of polystyrene microspheres of different 
diameters by normal and co lchi cine-treated 
pigment epithelium (75) . SEM, stereoscopic pairs 
and TEM were al l used to study the development of 
the highly specialised sheet-like projections 
from the pigment epithelial apical surface that 
ens heath cone outer segments of the .adult cat 
retina a nd function in phagocytosis of cone outer 
segment disks (14 1). 
Miller (98) displays a micrograph of a pig 
reti na. Rabbits were studied by Antal (6), 
Borwein et al. (17) (Fig . 7), Hansson (65) and 
Leuenberger (83). 
The endothe li al cells of retinal vessels of 
cats and kitt e ns were examined (108) . 
Miller (98) reviewed the effects of the 
eye ' s ocu l ar optica l filtering properties on eye 
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function, which determines what inf ormation is 
available to the brain . In discussing the 
effects on this of the physica l properties of 
the photoreceptor cells, their positioning and 
the movement of pigm e nt, in retinae with or 
without photomechanic a l movements he s hows three 
SEM photomicrographs of frog, pig and sparrow 
retinae. 
There are three SEM photomicrographs 
displaying various features of monkey 
photoreceptors in Borwein's review (12) of 
retinal photoreceptor structure . 
In a study of cone-specific c - wave in the 
cone -dominant turtle retina, the rod-dominant 
bullfrog was us ed as a control . SEM photo-
micrographs display essential comparative 
features of their photoreceptors and their 
differing relationships to the pigment 
e pithelial process es (91) . 
By both TEM and SEM Steinberg & Wood (141) 
showed that in the tapetal region of the cat 
retina the cone outer segm e nts do not reach to 
the apical surface of the RPE cell but are 
closely associated with RP£ cell apica l 
microvi ll ous proc esses . 
Monkey RPE was described by Sakuragawa & 
Kuwabara (133). Prause & Jensen (120) studied 
the frozen-cracked, drycracked and enzyme 
digested retina of a monkey, Cercopithecus, and 
of man . The adult macaque retina was described 
in general by Dickson et al . (39) and briefly by 
Kuwabara ( 79) . The fovea a nd fovea l photo-
receptors of monkeys were described in detail by 
Borwein et al.(15) and Borwein (13) . (Figs. 3,8, 
16,17). Aspects of human retinal ultrastruc t ure 
have been studied by SEM (36,37,45,104,126). 
The only study of Bruch's membrane (BM) by 
SEM (with TEM also) was done by Goldb aum & 
Madden (55). Trypsin digestion of the RPE 
exposed the BM surface, the vitreal surface of 
the RPE and also the inn er collagenous zone of 
the BM. The ad hesion of the basal RPE cell 
membrane to the basa l lamina of BM was stronger 
than the int egr ity of the cel l. 
High resolution SEM of cell organelles 
(146, 147) was made possible by new specimen 
pre para t ion methods, an " osmium-ct ime thyl 
sulfoxide (DMSO)-osmium procedure", which 
removes cytoplasmic matrices, thus exposing 
intracellu l ar organelles . The methqd has 
obvious applications to retina l SEM research. 
Tanaka (146) using the osmium-DMSO- osmium 
method, which is fully described, and a field 
emission SEM equipped with a high resolution 
device, saw intracellular organelles, including 
synaptic vesicles and the cytoplasmic surfaces 
of synaptic membranes of rat retinae. Peters 
(115) discusses conditions for achieving high 
resolution SEM in soft biological materials 
including retinal elements. Peters et al. 
(117) studied the ciliary region of frog 
photoreceptors (Fig . 4). They used an exchange 
technique (116) a nd a special new coating method 
which produces a 2.0nm average thickness 
compared to the 10-20nm thickness of the usual 
go l d coating. For coating niobium and chromium 
films were used (1-2nm) and coating, thickness 
very accurately measured. The method a ll owed 
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high resolution a n d high dept h of focus , a nd the 
authors were able to describe in fine detail a 
"p erici li ary ridge comp l ex " (PRC) in frog 
photoreceptors on the a pi ca l surfaces of inn e r 
seg ments . Very be autif ul micrographs (Fig. 4) 
were obtained wit h their ultrahigh resolution SEM 
in a n ew SE- 1 imaging mode . Their detailed 
findings about the PRC were described for th e 
first time by SEM, and when the 3-D model thus 
obta in ed was understood, they were then ab le to 
confirm the mode l by corre l at ion with TEM. They 
discuss their methods a nd their findings in 
detai l, and t h e significance of the PRC . This i s 
a significa n t l y important advance in r e tin a l 
research using SEM and opens wide a n ew way of 
looking at retinal tissue b y ultrahigh r eso lution 
SEM, where the SEM serves better than TEM. 
Reviews 
There are several review articles of retina 
and/or RPE wh ich inclu de SEM photographs, such as 
Borwein (12) , Zi nn & Be n jamin -H e nkin d (160), and 
Kessel & Kardo n (77) o n SEM of mammalian neuro-
epithe li a . Kessel & Kardon ' s (76) text at l as of 
SEM inc lu des some of their own material on 
retina . Theirs is the o nl y SEM micrograph 
presented so far that disp l ays a ca l ycal process 
in an a l bino rat rod . 
There are a few reviews about SEM in general 
that are of interest to th ose in retinal research 
(30,3 1, 70). Tech niqu es for the p reparatio n of 
tissues for SEM are ex pl ored and discussed by 
Bovde & Barber (22), Boyde & Boyde (23), Boyde & 
Wood (24) , Boyde et al . (21), Pfeffer & Fish er 
(118) , Gannon (49) , Humphreys et a l. (71), Malick 
& Wilson (86), Malick et al. (85), Molday (101), 
Molday & Maher ( 102), Peters (115,116), Shim a da & 
Murakami (137), Tanaka (145,146) a nd Ta n a k a & 
Naguro (147) . SEM techniques specifica ll y 
pertaining to the eye are discussed by Cleveland 
& Schneider (34) and Jensen & Prause (73) . 
Concluding Remarks 
There has been disagreement as to wh et h er 
SEM used on its own can do justice to t he 
comp l ex i ty of the retina, but as techniques and 
instruments have improved and knowledge about t h e 
appearances of ce ll s and tissues by SEM h as 
grow n, it has b ecome eas i er to assess what is and 
is not artifact , and to improve th e quality o f 
the microgra phs and thus the amoun t of 
information g l ea n ed from them. 
Th e value of the SEM for view in g sur f ace 
st ructu res was recognised ear l y . The 
drama tic a ll y beautiful a pp eara nce of t h e retinal 
ce lls in three- dim e n s ional view in the SEM 
grea tly e nh ance d our understanding of l arge 
structures seen pre v i ous l y by LM with l ess 
resolution. SEM made co mplex structures easier 
to und e rstand (13,37,140) es p ec ially when used in 
co njuncti o n with TEM. However, Peters et al. 
( 117) have shown that with ultrahigh reso l ution 
SEM, the p e riciliary ridge comp l ex of the apical 
inner seg ment is mor e eas ily understood than by 
TEM. Except for their wo rk, seeing th e interiors 
of retinal ce lls has not been achieved in any 
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sig nifi ca nt way . In ma n y cases prior knowledge 
of the ret ina has e n a bl e d analysis of the SEM 
photogr a ph s . In other cases th e SEM photographs 
have boldly highlight ed surface structures and 
process es which were not easy t o see and could 
be overl oo k e d in TEM. SEM is p a rti cu larly 
valuable n ot only for s urfac e structures but 
also for understanding cell associations and 
int erco nn ectio ns and th e distribution of cell 
types . Breipohl et al. ( 27 ) poin t o u t t hat by 
TEM it is hard to get an id ea of volume and 
spatial distribution changes . In the domain of 
embr yo l ogica l development of the retina SEM h as 
been us ed very effectively . In the development 
of th e eye there i s " a complex set of co -
ordinated s h a pe changes in the epithelial sheets 
that produ ce the optic cup and lens . These 
changes involve not only fo lding of the sheets 
into vesicles but a ls o distortions of the cell 
surfaces a nd changes in the organisation of the 
intervening extrace llul ar matrix"... (68,69). 
Alth o u g h these embryo l og ic a l changes h ad been 
described by LM and TEM "the tru e re l atio nships 
among th e tissues becomes more recognisable a s a 
re sult of th e three - dimensional view obtai ned b y 
SEM" (68,69) . SEM has a ls o proved u sefu l in 
l oo kin g at laser lesions in th e retina because 
one ca n simu ltan eo usl y see cell po sitio n and 
cel l surface cha ng es . 
The first studies of retina by SEM were 
desc riptiv e of the surface morphology of 
particular ce lls or groups of ce lls. A glance 
at App endix I will revea l that there has been a 
relatively limited sampling of vertebrate 
retinae. I n the l ast ten years there h as be en a 
remarkable exte n sion of the use of SEM from 
strictly morphological stud i es of the ret in a to 
ex p e rim e nt a l a nd clinical st udi es (see Ap pe ndix 
II) . 
Carr e c al . (31) have described SEM as 
" topographical histology " because it provides 
3-D relationships of ce ll s a n d tissues. They 
fee 1 that SEM relies more o n the "visu a 1 l y 
arresti n g qualities of the scanning image th a n 
on unique i nform atio n" but the y recognise the 
eco nomi cal value of SEM in "pr ovid in g summary 
form of informat ion" that would othe r wise 
require extens ive seria l sec ti o nin g by TEM and 
LM. 
There is no doubt that t h e dramatic 3-D 
views obtained by SEM h ave helped us to form 
clearer images of certain structures and th e s e 
provide va lu ab l e information that go we ll beyond 
"the visually arresting qualities". These are, 
of course, immensel y va l uable for teaching 
purpos es . There is a lso a grea t deal of 
intrinsically int e re sti ng information to be 
gathered from SEM studi es of the retina. A new 
biology of "topog raphical histology" (31) has 
evolved . There are many papers that a ttest to 
the value of SEM in retinal research in 
providing new information, but even when the 
com pon ent of really n ew information is not very 
large, SEM studies in a few photographs ca n 
conf irm, c l a rify, highlight a nd summarise 
previously known materia l in a way that 
profoundly e nhances und e rstanding. 
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